
Strength Training Tips 

Offseason training for runners is a great time to perform a self-assessment 
and address strengthening while enhancing muscular control throughout 
the body. 

As a trainer and licensed health clinician I have witnessed an abundance of 
conditioning and performance enhancement programs that cover a vast 
amount of exercises and approaches. Just look on the internet or 
Facebook, on second thought please don’t.  While these programs can 
offer great results they often are overwhelming and can detract from the 
initial intent, to make you a better runner.  

Working with clients I have always made the effort to focus on simplified 
programing thus improving the focus of the objective.  Getting faster and 
stronger while staying healthy and injury free. 

Below I outline one simple exercise that can be a benefit for running, 
Nordic Skiing, hiking, snow shoeing and cycling.  This exercise will improve 
reflexive strength and control, lend insight into the mobility required 
throughout the lower body and the postural alignment required from good 
core control.    

So first the exercise, I know and get the fact that everyone will want to get 
to the meat and potatoes so here it is. 

It is called a single leg hip hinge, and it is performed with a pole.   

To start: 

1. Start with a pole about 4 feet in length 
2. Place the pole at your back so that you produce 3 points of 

contact. Hold the pole with one arm behind the neck and the 
other arm in the lower back (the lumbar); this is important to 
reference in a moment.  

a. Areas of contact: 
i. The back of the head. 
ii. The area of the back (spine) between the 

shoulder blades, (the thoracic) spine. 
iii. The Tail bone (sacrum) 



3. Make a weight shift onto one leg (this should be on the same 
side of the body with the arm that is holding the pole at the 
lower back). Slowly lift the other leg back keeping the knee 
straight and toes pointed towards the floor, continue until you 
need to bend forward at the hip.  

4. Allow the knee of the leg you’re standing on to flex to about 
the distance of the toes. We call this a soft knee. 

5. Continue lifting the opposing leg back while hinging at the hip 
all while maintaining the 3 points of contact with the pole as 
outlined above.   

6. Hinge forward stopping just before the torso is parallel to the 
floor. Then return to standing and repeat. Don’t lose your 
balance.  

 

Items to give detail for the best results: 

• Keep the 3 points of contact throughout the entire movement 
pattern. 

• Be sure to have a soft knee on the leg you’re standing on. 
• Keep the toes on the leg moving back pointed towards the 

floor; avoid excessive hip external rotation. 
• Start with a conservative range of motion, develop increased 

range of motion over time. 

Issues that may present: 

• Difficulty maintaining 3 points of contact with the pole. 
• Difficulty producing and maintaining a soft knee on the 

supporting leg. 
• Difficulty maintaining a neutral foot and thigh position on the 

leg moving back. 
• Poor balance or control. 
• Assess the right side and left side. 

o Do not be surprised if you do better on the opposing leg 
of your dominant upper extremity this is common. 

Don’t struggle or force the exercise.  



If you are able to perform it well and you are able to work 2 sets of 
15 reps with good control you will be ready to work with resistance. 
 

If you are unable to make the exercise work for you, then I suggest 
investigating some potential issues. 

• Poor ankle mobility. 
• Can you touch your toes while keeping your knees straight? 
• Is your IT-band tight? Or are you over reliant on your outer 

quad for stability? 
• Poor core control.  

The intent of this exercise is to involve more hip abduction control in what is 
referred to as a “reflexive response”. During the running gait there is a 
small time frame when neither leg is in contact with the ground. This is 
referred to as the “flight phase”.  It is important at the instant the lead leg 
makes contact with the ground, the gluteus medius engages helping to 
control the natural internal rotation that occurs through the hip. This 
reflexive response can often be improved from an activity such as the 
single leg hip hinge. 

Often times PT’s and trainers witness athletes with poor ability to stabilize 
through the Glut’s,  in this case the gluteus medius.  This along with poor 
core control and inadequate ankle mobility can lead to issues that can 
ultimately affect their running gait leading to an over-use injury.  What’s 
convenient with this exercise is its ability to help improve the reflexive 
activation required at the hip and core leading to a more efficient running 
gait.  But please also keep in mind the importance of good mobility through 
the ankle and hip.   This exercise cannot be performed optimally without 
the appropriate mobility throughout the ankle and hip.  So guess what this 
exercise has just created an assessment for you.  Always address the 
mobility within a given movement pattern before trying to strengthen within 
that pattern of movement.  
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YouTube Video:  

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc99VS7VZBY> 
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